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Kesin Pharma Corp. has selected eWorkplace Apps’ Validation-as-a-Service offering and private 
hosting,which allows Kesin Pharma to remain in FDA compliance as the company deploys 
Acumatica Cloud ERP and undergoes future software updates.

Based in Oldsmar, FL, Kesin Pharma Corporation is redefining the drug repackaging and 
dispensing processes with patent-pending technology and industry-leading processes. The 
company maximizes patient safety and reduces the cost of patient care for its pharmacy partners 
by providing responsible and customized labeling, packaging, and barcoding capabilities enables 
accurate and convenient verification of each drug.

Kesin Pharma operates in a heavy controlled and FDA-regulated industry where compliance and 
validation are required. One of the industry’s challenges has been to select a robust ERP, deploy it, 
have it validated and ensure it remains in a validated state as the ERP is updated.

That’s often an expensive proposition because every time a company like Kesin Pharma updates 
its software, it has to undergo another validation every time, which can cost from $75,000 to 
$125,000, says Sahib Dudani, CEO of eWorkplace Apps.
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eWorkplace Apps is solving that challenge with its validation services and its recently created 
‘Validation as a Service’ offering with a 3-year contract. Kesin is also utilizing eWorkplace Apps’ 
private cloud hosting so that the technical environment remains secure. The new offering allows 
Kesin Pharma to focus on building a success operation knowing the system it uses will be 
compliant, from the ERP deployment well into the future, Dudani says.

"Acumatica’s award-winning ERP Software addresses the financial and operational needs of 
distribution firms like Kesin Pharma from a feature perspective. That being said, handling 
pharmaceutical products comes with additional requirements such as having the system validated 
and ensuring it stays FDA-compliant,” says Michael Augello, CEO & Chairman, at i-Tech Support 
which is deploying Acumatica for Kesin Pharma.

"Now that eWorkplaceApps has created a strong and seamless connection to Acumatica, 
companies like Kesin Pharma can acquire a much-needed validation system and gain secure 
hosting with eWorkplaceApp’s Validation-as a-Service offering. Both are critical services for FDA 
compliance.”

An essential aspect of running a business is having the systems, processes, and technologies in 
place to ensure compliance with applicable laws and regulations, says Debbie Baldwin, 
Acumatica’s Director of Product Management.

“Acumatica Cloud ERP puts a premium on empowering our customers through tools that not only 
increase their efficiency but also address compliance requirements,” she says. “Working with great 
partners like eWorkplace Apps, our customers can move forward confidently with solutions that 
are tailored to the specific needs of heavily regulated industries.”

eWorkplace Apps is focused on building world class quality and process solutions for companies 
deploying Acumatica Cloud ERP. “Many companies that need these solutions need to have their 
system be validated and ensure such standards are meet on a going forward basis,” says Dudani. 
“We are pleased to offer hosting and validation as a service to Acumatica users based upon our 
technology and from our GMP validation services.” 

To learn more about Kesin Pharma, 
visit: www.kesinpharma.com

For more information about Validation as a Service, 
visit: www.eworkplaceapps.com/validation-as-a-service/
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